We discuss the quantization of Delta gravity, a two symmetric tensors model of gravity. This model , in Cosmology, shows accelerated expansion without a cosmological constant. We present theδ transformation which defines the geometry of the model. Then we show that all delta type models live at one loop only. We apply this to General Relativity and we calculate the one loop divergent part of the Effective Action showing its null contribution in vacuum, implying a finite model. Then we proceed to study the existence of ghosts in the model. Finally, we study the form of the finite quantum corrections to the classical action of the model.
INTRODUCTION.
In the twentieth century, two major revolutions in physics changed forever the way in which we understand nature and the world. One of these refers to Quantum Mechanics which bares its form to physicists like Niels Bohr, Werner Heisenberg, Erwin Schroedinger and Paul Dirac to name a few. This framework has been used successfully to describe the physics of the small i.e. from atoms to quarks, their forces and interactions. The second one is Einstein's General Theory of Relativity [1] which describes the physics of the very large, from the motion of planets in the solar system to the motion of galaxies in the Universe, that is, the gravitational interaction. General Relativity, or GR for short, is an excellent classical theory, it agrees with the classical tests of GR [2] and it provides a beautiful geometric interpretation of gravity. However, in spite of their individual successes, there is a problem. In fact, GR is not renormalizable. This means among other things that, we cannot compute quantum corrections to the classical results, black hole thermodynamics cannot be understood in statistical terms (we cannot count states) and near the big bang, GR breaks down i.e. quantum effects dominate the evolution of the Universe and perhaps this could explain inflation. To solve these problems, physicist have tried to find a unified theory that can encompass all phenomena in all scales and, in the particular case of the gravitational interaction, a Quantum Theory of Gravity.
For the first half of the past century practically no one worked on such a thing, but in the second half, increasingly amounts of people began to address the problem of finding a theory of quantum gravity. The oldest approaches to quantized gravity were methods developed by people like Gerard 'tHooft [3] and Bryce DeWitt [4] such as the path integral quantization and canonical quantization respectively. Recently, the results of these efforts have resulted in different theories which stand like candidates to solve the problem of quantum gravity. These are among others: superstring theory [5] [6] , loop quantum gravity [7] , twistors [8] and non-commutative geometry [9] , but until now none of the above have produced satisfactory results that can single out one from the others.
The prime candidate for a consistent description of Quantum Gravity is String Theory [5] [6] . Strings appeared around 1970 to explain the confinement of quarks inside hadrons. But later it was realized that in a closed string theory a spin two particle that can be identified with the graviton, naturally appears. Even in a open string theory, higher order computations will involve closed strings as intermediate states, so the inclusion of gravity in string theory is not only natural but may be also unavoidable. Moreover, the finiteness of string models make plausible the assertion that the model so formulated provides a consistent theory of Quantum Gravity. But, String theory has a plethora of consistent vacua, so unique phenomenological predictions are hard to get [10] .
A second candidate to quantize gravity has developed in recent years. It is called Loop Quantum Gravity (LQG), where a canonical treatment of General Relativity is implemented [7] . New variables (loops) are introduced, in order to exploit the analogy with Non-Abelian Yang-Mills fields. They automatically solve some of the constraints of the theory. In a suitable Hilbert space (spin network states) it is possible to diagonalize geometrical objects such as volume and area, implementing its quantization. This recent progress has permitted the computation of the Black Hole Entropy using purely combinatoric methods [11] , up to an arbitrary real number, the Barbero-Immirzi parameter. In this formalism, the semiclassical limit is hard to get [12] .
Less widely explored, but interesting possibilities, are the search for non-trivial ultraviolet fixed points in gravity (asymptotic safety [13] ) and the notion of induced gravity [14] . The first possibility uses exact renormalizationgroup techniques [15] , and lattice and numerical techniques such as Lorentzian triangulation analysis [16] . Induced gravity proposed that gravitation is a residual force produced by other interactions.
In a recent paper [17] , a two-dimensional field theory model explore the emergence of geometry by the spontaneous symmetry breaking of a larger symmetry where the metric is absent. Previous work in this direction can be found in [18] , [19] and [20] .
Nevertheless, coming back to the original approaches, which are still pursued today, via direct path integral quantization it is known that, to one loop, the Einstein-Hilbert theory is, in vacuum and without a cosmological constant, finite On-Shell [3] [21] , but at two loops or more is Non-Renormalizable [22] [23] [24] . This means that, if we truncate the theory to one loop and evaluate in the equations of motion, what we will have is a finite model of gravitation. But how can we achieve this?
In [25] is shown a modified non abelian Yang-Mills model, which from now on will be refer to asδ Yang Mills. It is a natural and almost unique extension of non abelian Yang Mills theory which its main characteristics are that it preserves the classical equations of the original model at the quantum level, introduces new symmetries, which are a natural extension of the former symmetry, it is renormalizable, preserves the property of asymptotic freedom and lives at one Loop in the sense that higher loops corrections are absent. An important point is that the quantum corrections result being the double of the usual case.
Taking from theδ Yang Mills case and knowing the finitness on shell for GR at one loop, the questions we raise are, can we apply the approach ofδ Yang Mills to GR? Will it live at one loop? Will it give a finite model of quantum gravity? The answer to first question is yes (see [26] ) and in the case ofδ GR we have a natural and almost unique extension of GR that has two tensor fields. These are the graviton field g µν which transform as a two covariant tensor under general coordinate transformations (GCT), plusg µν which transform as a two covariant tensor under general coordinate transformations and under an extra symmetry. The classical aspects of the model were explored in [26] , there it is shown thatδ GR preserve the classical equations of the former metric g µν . The equations of motion for both fields are second order, the newtonian limit is compatible with experiments, the equivalence principle is satisfied and, in Cosmology, accelerated expansion of the universe is obtained without introducing a cosmological constant.
In the present work, we show that all delta theories live at one loop. We fix the gauge using the BRST method. We compute the divergent part of the effective action and it results the double of what was found in [3] . As the model lives at one loop, this is the exact effective action. Since the equation for the original field is preserved, this means the quantum corrections of the model are On-Shell in the g µν fields so that the divergent part of the effective action vanishes. This implies that in our model the effective action at one loop is exact and finite in vacuum so that it does not need to be renormalized.
The problem that this model has is the apparently inevitable appearance of ghosts. Due to them, it may not be unitarity or stable. This in turn implies difficulties with the quantization of the model, but in [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] , phantom fields are used to explain the accelerated expansion of the universe as an alternative to the cosmological constant and quintessence. A feature that our model presents [26] and that our model seems to introduce in a natural way. It would be possible that our ghosts could be related to phantom fields inδ GR. This connection may be far reaching because the phantom idea has gained great popularity as an alternative to the cosmological constant. The present model could provide an arena to study the quantum properties of a phantom field, since the model has a finite quantum Effective Action. Moreover, the advantage of being a gauge-type model, maintains open the possibility of fixing a gauge in which the model is unitary or impose a condition to restrict the physical Hilbert space in such a way the model defined on this subspace is unitary. On the other hand, as [30] mentions, a choice could be made of having either ghosts or instabilities. There the author explains that in order to save unitary we are forced to choose instabilities which would imply having a hamiltonian not bounded from below.
Naturally, a theory of gravitation without matter is incomplete, but it serves as a motivation for future works where the research on these type of models can lead us to more realistic results. A possible solution is to useδ Supergravity models that contain matter fields [32] and could cure the phantom instability.
On Section 1 we give the definition ofδ transformation, we present the general coordinate transformations and its corresponding extensions, we define the new gauge transformations and the generalizations of the covariant derivative. Then on Section 2 we show the general form of the invariant action for generalδ theories, present and demonstrate the invariance ofδ Gravity action and give the general form of the classical equations of motion for general fields. In Section 3 we compute the Effective Action for a genericδ model and show that all of them live at one loop. Section 4 is the most important section of this work, here we applied what was seen in the previous sections to the particular case of Einstein-Hilbert theory. We show the classical equations of motion for the two fields and give solutions for the particular cases of Schwarzchild and Freedman-Robertson-Walker(FRW) metrics. We apply the background field method (BFM) and give the relevant quadratic total lagrangian. We also calculate the divergent part of the Effective Action at one loop using an algorithm developed in [21] . In Section 5, using the gauge fixing of the previous section, we explore the Hamiltonian formalism, redefine the fields, the creation and annihilation operators and we see the existence of ghosts. Finally in Section 6 we analyze the form of the finite quantum corrections to the Effective Action and we show the modification of the equations of motion due to the simplest type of corrections [33] [34] [35] [36] .
In Appendix A we describe the gauge fixing procedure for the modified model of GR and obtain the FaddeevPopov for this case using the BRST method in detail [37] . In Appendix B we give a review of the Background Field Method following [38] . Finally, in Appendix C we give a brief review of the algorithm developed in [21] for the computation of the divergent part of the Effective Action at one loop and we indicate the values of the parameters used in our case.
It is important to notice that we work with theδ modification to General Relativity, based on the EinsteinHilbert theory. From now on, we will refer to this model asδ Gravity.
Motivated by simplicity, we will use cosmological constant Λ = 0. We will use the Riemann Tensor given in [21] :
with the Ricci Tensor R µν = R α µαν , the Ricci scalar R = g µν R µν and:
1δ TRANSFORMATION.
In this work we will study a modification of models that consist in the application of a variation that we will define asδ. This variation will produce new elements that we define asδ fields. We take through out our work the convention that a tilde tensor is equal to theδ transformation of the original tensor associated to it when all its indexes are covariant. We raise and lower indexes using the metric g.
In this form we will have:S µνα... ≡δ (S µνα... )
and, for example:δ
It is known that δ(g µν ) = −δ(g αβ )g µα g νβ , so:
General Coordinate Transformation:
With the previous notation in mind, we can work out the general transformationsδ for any tensor with all its indexes covariant (For mixed indices, please see (5)). We begin by considering general coordinate transformations or diffeomorphism in its infinitesimal form:
Where δ is the general coordinate transformation. Now, we define:
Moreover, we postulate thatδ commutes with δ. Now we see some examples:
noting thatδ commutes with δ, we can read the transformation rule forΦ =δΦ:
II) A vector V µ (x):
therefore, using (5), our new transformation will be:
and forM µν ,
We can define the new general coordinate transformations so that δ 0 is the transformation in ξ 0 and δ 1 in ξ 1 . This new transformation is the basis of this type of model. In gravitation we have a model with two fields. The first is just the usual gravitational field g µν (x) and a second oneg µν (x) which corresponds to theδ variation of the first. We will have two gauge transformations associated to general coordinate transformation, given by (12) and (13):
where ξ µ 0 (x) and ξ µ 1 (x) are infinitesimal contravariant vectors of the gauge transformations. Studying the algebra of these transformations, we see:
with:
and:
where ζ 0 is as before and:
it can be seen from the above equations that both transformations form a closed algebra.
Covariant Differentiation:
As it is usual, we define the covariant derivative as:
where A α is a covariant vector. Now we generalize the definition of the covariant derivative when it acts on 'tilde' tensors e.g:
whereÃ α =δA α , and we reserve the D notation for the usual covariant derivative and ∇ for the generalized one so that:
Where:
further, the infinitesimal transformation of the modified connection is:
with:δ
As D ν A α is a two covariant tensor, ∇ νÃα is a tilde tensor of rank two and transforms according to equation (13) . This definition of covariant derivative will be used in Section 4. We notice that an analogous type of generalization of covariant derivative was used in [25] . Now that we have established the notation and the definitions, we can start to look for the structure of the modified models. In the next section, we will define the new invariant action and find the classical equations of motion.
MODIFIED MODEL.
As the general coordinate transformations were extended, we can look for an invariant action. We start by considering a model which is based on a given action S 0 [φ I ] where φ I are generic fields, then we add to it a piece which is equal to anδ variation with respect to the fields and we letδφ J =φ J so that we have:
with κ 2 an arbitrary constant and the indexes I can represent any kind of indexes. For more details of the definition ofδ, please see Appendix A of [26] . This new defined action shows the standard structure which is used to define any modified element or function forδ type models, for example the gauge fixing and Faddeev Popov. Next, we verify that this form of action is indeed the correct one forδ Gravity and so is invariant to the new general coordinate transformation.
The Modified Model's Invariance:
In this paper, we will investigate theδ Gravity action, obtained by the procedure sketched above:
Where L M is some matter lagrangian and:
is the Energy Momentum Tensor. Now we must verify that (27) is invariant under the following transformations:
We can see that (27) is obviously invariant under transformations generated by ξ ρ 0 , since these are general coordinate transformations and we declaredg µν to be a covariant two tensor. Under transformations generated by ξ ρ 1 (δ 1 ), g µν does not change, so we have:
We notice that we must impose conservation of the Energy-momentum tensor T µν ;ν = 0 so that (29) is fulfilled.
Classical Equation:
Now that we know that our action is invariant we can start to study the model. To begin with, we will see how are the classical equations of motion. When varied (26) with respect toφ I , we obtain the classical equation of φ I :
And when varied with respect to φ I , we obtain theφ I 's equation:
Simplifying this equation using (30), we obtain:
Where we notice that
[φ] is a differential operator acting onφ J .φ J belongs to the kernel of this differential operator. It turns out that the kernel is not zero, a fact that can be clearly seen in this paper, for the case of gravitation, in equation (44) and below.
Having studied the classical model we can begin to look for the quantum aspects of it. In the next section we will compute the quantum corrections using a path integral approach.
QUANTUM MODIFIED MODEL.
In this section, we derive the exact Effective Action for a genericδ model and apply the result to the EinsteinHilbert action in Section 4. We saw that the classical action for aδ model is (26) . This in turn implies that we now have two fields to be integrated in the generating functional of Green functions:
We can readily appreciate that because of the linearity of the exponent onφ J what we have is the integral representation of a Dirac's delta function so that our modified model, once integrated, overφ J gives a model with a constrain making the original model live on-shell.
A first glance at equation (34) could lead us to believe that this model is purely classical. But we can see by doing a short and simple analysis that this is not so. For this, we follow [39] . See also [40] .
Let ϕ I solves the classical equation of motion:
We have:
Therefore:
Notice that ϕ is a functional ofj. The generating functional of connected Green functions is:
Define:
The effective action is defined by:
We get, using equations (35) and (38):
This is the exact effective action forδ theories. In this demonstration we have assumed that all the relevant steps for fixing the gauge have been made in (33) , so S 0 includes the Gauge Fixing and Faddeev Popov lagrangian, in the manner that the new gauge fixing and Faddeev Popov will be the original ones plus theδ variation of them. For more detail on this and in the case of gravitation, see Appendix A Eq. (110) and (120).
Comparing equation (16.42) of [39] with equation (39), we see that the one loop contribution to the effective action of δ theories is exact and theδ modified model lives only to one loop because higher corrections simply do not exist. Finally it is twice the one loop contribution of the original theory from which theδ model was derived. This results from having doubled the number of degrees of freedom. We also see that this term does not depend on theφ I fields.
These conclusions can also be achieved through a topological analysis with Feynman diagrams, but due to its length and complexity we have chosen to leave out. See [25] for the particular case of non abelianδ Yang Mills.
We see from equation (39) that the equations of motion for the original field Φ I (x) do not receive quantum corrections:
On the other side, when varying with respect to φ I , one obtains that the equations of motion for the new field φ I do receive quantum corrections:
In conclusion, the quantum corrections behave as a source that only affects the equations of the new field remaining the ones of the original field unchanged. This is clearly seen when we compare (40) and (41) with (30) and (32) .
In general, Tr log
could be divergent and need to be renormalized (See [25] ). From equation (39), we see thatδ model will be renormalizable if the original theory is renormalizable. But, due to equation (40) , originally non-renormalizable theories could be finite or renormalizable in theδ version of it. This term can be calculated in many ways, for example by Zeta function regularization (See, for instance, [41] ), perturbation theory (Feynman diagrams), etc. For gravitation, the calculation of this term is quite difficult in any of the above methods so we will use an alternative method developed in [21] .
In the present work, theδ Gravity model contains two dynamical fields, g µν andg µν , both are important to describe the gravitational field in this approach. Please see [26] . So, we must consider the effective action of the model for the two fields. We saw that g µν satisfies the classical equations always. This is the meaning of equation (34) . But, the equation of motion forg µν do receive quantum corrections. Moreover, One Particle Irreducible Graphs containing g µν external legs are non trivial and subjected to quantum effects.
In the next section, we will studyδ Gravity. We will see that the divergent part of the quantum corrections to the Effective Action give a null contribution to the equations of motion for pure gravity and without a cosmological constant, which means that under these conditions we have a finite model of gravity.
4δ GRAVITY.
Until now, we have studiedδ models in general. We found the invariant action given by (26) , with the classical equations of motion (30) and (32) . Then, we demonstrated thatδ models live only to one loop and the effective action is given by (39) . In this section, we apply these results to gravity. In the first part, we will present the classical equations of motion for both fields and show the solutions in two cases. Then we will apply the Background Field Method (BFM) to obtain the quadratic lagrangians and finally we calculate the divergent part of the effective action forδ Gravity.
Classical Equations of Motion and Solutions:
Now we are ready to study the modifications to gravity. In this case, we have that φ I → g µν andφ I →g µν . So, using (26), we obtain:
, L M some matter lagrangian and:
is the Energy Momentum Tensor. Recall from (29) , that we need T µν to be conserved. If we variate this action, we obtain the equations of motion:
Where (µν) tells us that the µ and ν are in a totally symmetric combination. An important thing to notice is that both equations are of second order in derivatives which is needed to preserve causality. In this paper, we will work in the vacuum, this is L M = 0, so that (44) simplifies to:
Some particular solutions to equations (44) and (46) are the following:
For the vacuum, we have for example the case of Schwarzschild:
which has a solution forg αβ of the form:
Where it as been imposed that g µν andg µν approach Minkowski space when r → ∞, and α and β are determined by boundary conditions. Another interesting case is for the case of Friedman-Robertson-Walker under a density ρ(t) with an equation of state p(t) = ωρ(t):
Where R(t) = R 0 t t 0 2 3(1+ω) . The solution forg αβ is:
withÃ(r) = 3ωl 2
3(1+ω) and l 2 a free parameter. This case was analyzed in [26] , where accelerated expansion of the universe was obtained without a cosmological constant. This means thatδ Gravity does not need of dark energy, being this one of its features that motivated us to study its quantization.
BFM and Quadratic Lagrangians:
We proceed to calculate the quadratic lagrangians forδ Gravity and Faddeev Popov. This expressions are needed to obtain the one loop corrections of the model. For this, we use the Background Field Method (See Appendix B), with L M = 0. That is g µν → g µν + h µν andg µν →g µν +h µν . So, (42) reduces to:
. We have included the original gauge fixing C µ = h A) . When we calculate the quadratic part in the quantum gravitational fields, h µν andh µν , we obtain:
+
where P ((αβ)(µν)) is defined in (45) and δ γε µν is the symmetrized Kronecker delta. Moreover, the covariant derivative works on h (γε) vector like:
And using the BRST method, we obtain de Faddeev-Popov:
The detail of the Faddeev Popov lagrangian is presented in Appendix A.
Divergent Part of the Effective Action:
In Section 3 we demonstrated that the quantum corrections to the Effective Action do not depend on the tilde fields, in this caseg µν . On the other side, Renormalization theory tells us that its divergent corrections can only be local terms. So, by power counting and invariance of the Background Field Effective Action under general coordinate transformations, we know that the divergent part to L loops is [3] [24]:
Where R L+1 is any scalar contraction of (L + 1) Riemann's tensors. As our model lives only to one loop:
We do not use R αβγλ R αβγλ because we have the topological identity in four dimensions:
To calculate the divergent part of the Effective Action in our model (i.e. a 1 and a 2 in (65)), we made a FORM program [42] to implement the algorithm developed in [21] , obtaining in our case (See Appendix C):
with ε = 8π 2 (N − 4). When we compare with the usual result in gravitation [3] [21] we can see that we obtain twice the divergent term of General Relativity. Divergences also double in Yang-Mills [25] .
Moreover, since Einstein's equations of motion are exactly valid at the quantum level
Where Γ(g,g) is the Effective Action in the Background Field Method. It follows that the contribution of (67) to the equation of motion vanishes: = 0 (69) Therefore,δ Gravity is a finite model of gravitation if we do not have matter and cosmological constant. The finiteness of our model implies that Newton Constant does not run at all, nor with time or energy scale which would be supported by the very stringent experimental bounds set on its change [43] [44] . We must notice that this model is finite only in four dimensions because we need (66). Moreover, in more dimensions there could appear more terms in (65) that contains R µ 1 µ 2 ...µ N with N the dimension of space, that give a non zero contribution to the equations of motion.
In spite of these apparent successes there seems to be a problem with this model and this is the possible existence of ghosts. This issue will be dealt with in next section.
GHOSTS.
In this section we discuss the possibility that our model has ghosts and the lost of unitarity due to them. In order to proceed with this endeavor we first write the quadratic Lagrangian (52) for a non interacting model (this is, with the backgrounds both equal to the Minkowsky metric tensor) and calculate from it the canonical conjugated momenta to the quantum fields. It is important to notice that for the Lagrangian (52) a gauge has been chosen. Then it is possible to show that under these conditions and in this gauge, the quantum fields obey the wave equation and an expansion in plane waves is possible where the Fourier coefficients are promoted to creation and annihilation operators much in the same way as can be done for the electromagnetic potential. We use the canonical commutation relations for fields and momenta to work out the corresponding canonical commutation relations for the creation and annihilation operators. We also show first the Hamiltonian in terms of fields and momenta and then in terms of annihilation and creation operators.
To study the existence of ghosts in the model we will study small perturbations to flat space. This is done by taking expression (52) and putting the backgrounds equal to the minkowski metric g µν = η µν andg µν = η µν , thus obtaining:
where now:
and the equations of motion for the fields are:
This corresponds to the wave equation with energy E p = |p|. Here we notice that in order to obtain these equations, we have made use of a particular gauge fixing term (114) in the Lagrangian (52).
It is well known that for diffeomorfism invariant Lagrangian, the canonical Hamiltonian is zero. This is so in delta-gravity as well as in General Relativity: the total Hamiltonian is a linear combination of the first class constraints (See [4] ). After gauge fixing, the Hamiltonian is:
and where the conjugate momenta are:
We can write our fields h yh the following way:
where χ (AB) (µν) (p) is a polarization tensor and a (AB) (p) andã (AB) (p) are promoted to annihilation operators when we quantize it. a + (AB) (p) andã + (AB) (p) correspond to the creation operators. A and B are indices of polarization that work like Lorentz indices, this is, they go from 0 to 3 and are moved up and down with η AB . As this indices are presented symmetrically we will have ten polarization tensors, enough to make a complete basis. For quantization of the model, we must impose the canonical commutation relations, the only non vanishing commutators are:
when expressed using (77) the non-vanishing commutators are:
there is a slight subtlety in calculating the above commutators. Basically the expression that appears at one stage of the calculus is:
and since we have the completeness relation:
we must impose T r(χ) = 0 which in turn means that T r(h) = T r(h) = 0. This can always be done because the Gauge fixing being used does not fix entirely the gauge freedom and this further condition can be imposed (See [45] ).
The Hamiltonian expressed in terms of creation and annihilation operators is:
where we have subtracted an infinite constant. Looking at this Hamiltonian we notice that it has cross products of operators, which obscures its physical interpretation. Something analogous happens when we observe the commutators (79) and (80) and so it is difficult to define their action over states. Because of this is that we redefine our annihilation (and therefore also the creation) operators, for this, we return to our action (70) and define:
where A, B, C and D are real constants so that the new fields,h 1 andh 2 , are real fields. When replacing this in (70) we obtain:
with the objective of decoupling the new fields, we make null the last term in (85). It can be demonstrated that imposing the above criteria, it is inevitable that one (and only one) of two fields will be a ghost. We make the choice ofh 2 as the corresponding ghost. Taking the above considerations plus the condition that (85) to have the usual form of an action with real fields, we impose that the coefficients of the first and second terms in it to be 1 2 and − 1 2 respectively. This mean:
where B is left as an arbitrary real constant. Here we make the point that if we had chosenh 1 as the ghost then, the real constants change such that C ↔ D.
Then, the action we are left finally is:
Following this same line of reasoning we can find the destruction operators forh 1 andh 2 :
where we have used (84). It can be verified that the only non vanishing commutators are now:
These commutators indicate that b 1 and b 2 have a vanishing inner product and that b 2 is the annihilation operator for the ghost. On the other hand, the Hamiltonian expressed in terms of these operators is:
Due to the existence of the ghost is possible that this model will not be unitarity. To analyze this in greater depth it is necessary to do a more profound study of the S-Matrix, but to do this for gravitation is a colossal task that would takes us beyond the original scope of this paper. On the other side, the existence of ghost or phantom fields have been proposed by some authors to explain the accelerated expansion of the universe [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] a feature that our model presents [26] . The problem with these models are that when they are quantized either there is a lost of unitarity or there are negative energy which mean lost of stability. Looking at (87) we find that the propagators ofh 1 andh 2 are respectively:
where ± in the phantom propagator,h 2 , will decide whether unitarity and negative energy solutions or nonunitary and positive energy solutions will be present in the model [30] .
The advantage that our model has against other models that use scalar fields for the phantoms is that being a gauge model, there remains open the possibility of fixing a gauge in which the model is unitary keeping the model good attributes, as in the BRST canonical quantization [46] . On the other hand as possible solution to case of instability, we may considerδ Supergravity which may solve the unboundedness from below of the Hamiltonian. The last argument comes from the fact that in supersymmetry one defines the hamiltonian as the squared of an hermitian charge, making it positive definite [47] [48] .
Having explained the problem that our model has, now we would like to discuss the new physics that our model may predict. For this, we will analyze the type of some finite quantum corrections and how the most simplest ones affect the equations of motion of the model.
Finite Quantum Corrections.
The finite quantum corrections to our modified model of gravity can be separated into two groups. The first are the non-local terms, which are characterized by the presence of a logarithm, in the form [36] :
where ∇ 2 = g αβ ∇ α ∇ β , ∇ β being the covariant derivative. There are no terms like the above ones but quadratic in the Riemann tensor because these terms always occurs like:
and it is known that the terms that appear with the pole are purely Ricci tensors and Ricci scalars [3] [21] (see eq. (67) too), which in turn is due to (66). Now, when looking at the quantum corrections and Eq. (68), we need to care about the variations of (95) with respect to g µν . Taking this into consideration, for the non local terms we have:
because our model lives on shell, i.e. R µν ≡ 0 and R ≡ 0. So we see that the only relevant quantum corrections will come from the second group, that is, from the local terms which corresponds to a series expansion in powers of the curvature tensor. The linear term is basically R, which corresponds to the original action, and the quadratic terms when taking into account their contribution is null due to (66). The next terms to consider are cubic in the Riemann tensor. In principle any power of the curvature tensor will appear, but we want to discuss now only the cubic ones because they are the simpler to be dealt with [33] . The most general form of these corrections is:
These type of corrections will affect the equations of motion forg µν . So, using (41) we obtain:
where [µν] that µ and ν are in a antisymmetric combination, and F (µν)(αβ)ρλ was defined in (45) . Obviously, if we do not have Quantum correction, i.e: c 1 = c 2 = c 3 = c 4 = 0, (99) is transformed in (46) . It is possible to demonstrate that one solution to (46) isg µν = g µν , a fact that is necessary so that the predictions of the original theory of Einstein-Hilbert still are fulfilled in vacuum. This means, the solution of (99) must come to be small perturbations to g µν . δ Gravity will provide finite answers for the constants c i . Due to the general structure of the finite quantum corrections, they will be relevant only at very short distances and strong curvatures. So the natural scenario to test the predictions of the model is the Inflationary Epoch of The Universe. The computation of the c i and the phenomenological implications of Quantumδ Gravity will be discussed elsewhere.
CONCLUSIONS.
We have shown following [25] that theδ transformation, applied to any theory, produce physical models that live only at one loop. This is achieved introducing new fields that generate a new constrain through a functional Dirac's delta inside the path integral (34) . We have seen that the original symmetries are generalized when we apply thẽ δ transformation. Moreover, the modified model is invariant under the generalized symmetries. Now, going toδ Gravity we calculated the divergent part of the action to one loop and we obtained twice the well known result of [3] . We see that this factor of two appears also in [25] . The divergent part at one loop is zero in the absence of matter and on shell, soδ Gravity is a finite quantum model, in four dimensional space-time. This in turn implies that Newton Gravitational Constant does not run with scale, which agrees with the very stringent experimental bounds that restrict its variation [43] [44] .
We have shown that perturbing around the Minkowsky vacuum and using a particular Lorentz invariant gauge, we can redefine the gravitational fields in such a way that the free part of the action is decoupled. In this redefinition it is seen that one of the new fields is a ghost. In spite of that this may bring unitary or unstable problems (negative energies), these ghosts (phantoms) can explain at a classical level the accelerated expansion of the universe [26] . Scalar phantoms has been introduced in order to explain Dark Energy in [27] and discussed in many papers. See for instance, [28] [29] [30] [31] . This connection may be far reaching because the phantom idea has gained great popularity as an alternative to the cosmological constant.The present model could provide an arena to study the quantum properties of a phantom field, since the model has a finite quantum Effective Action. In this respect, the advantage of the present model is that, being a gauge model, could give us the possibility to solve the problem of lack of unitarity using standard techniques of gauge theories as the BRST method. This is something that need to be studied further but go beyond the original scope of this paper.
We want to point out that Supergravity with matter is finite at one Loop level [32] . According to the general argument developed in this paper,δ Supergravity will be a one Loop model which have a strong possibility to be a finite quantum model of gravity plus matter and also it may solve the instability of negative energies since in supersymmetry one has an hermitian charge whose square is equal to the Hamiltonian operator meaning that the Hamiltonian is positive definite [47] [48].
Finally we have shown that the contribution of quadratic local and non-local logarithmic terms are zero due to the on-shell condition of the modified model. We have also shown how the cubic corrections in the Riemann tensor affect the equation of motion (99). Given the general form of the quantum corrections in quantumδ Gravity, they may be important during the Inflationary Epoch of the Universe.
APPENDIX A: BRST Formalism.
First we give the BRST transformationsδ of our model:
where λ is a Grassmann constant and c µ 0 , c µ 1 are the two ghosts of our model. Starting from the gauge transformations for our quantum fields h µν andh µν [49] , we obtain to zero order in h andh: 
for the corresponding anti-ghostsc and where the b's are the auxiliary Nakanishi-Lautrup fields which satisfy:
It has been verified that these transformations are nilpotent. Now, we choose for our gauge fixing term:
we see that this is a good choice for our gauge fixing since it is invariant under both transformations δ 0 and δ 1 (see 2.1), where [3] [21]:
In this way we have:
where:C
this can be written in the form:
Having established the form of the gauge fixing term we can now by a standard procedure (the BRST method) find the associated Faddeev Popov lagrangian. Following [37] , now we do:
where P in our case is:
where the β's are arbitrary constants to be fixed shortly, so we have:
and so:
Now, for the gauge fixing part, we can use the equations of motion for the auxiliary fields to make them disappear,
substituting in L GF we get:
so we see we recover our initial gauge fixing if we set (β 1 + β 2 ) = 1. Now for the Faddeev Popov lagrangian we have:
it is well known that [3] [21]:δ
and using:δ
we get:δ
So, evaluating in (123), we will obtain (59).
APPENDIX B: Background Field Method.
The Background Field Method (BFM) is a mechanism utilized to calculate the effective action at any order of perturbation theory without losing explicit gauge invariance. This simplifies the calculations and the comprehension of the model. The importance of the Effective Action is due to the fact that it contains all the quantum information of the theory and that from it all One-Particle-Irreducible (1PI) Feynman diagrams can be computed. Stringing them together, we can compute all connected Feynman diagrams in a more efficient manner [38] and from them the S-matrix can be calculated.
Next we calculate the effective action Γ for a general model using the BFM. One begins by defining the generating functional of disconnected diagrams Z[J]:
where S is the action of the system and where we will be using the notation J · ϕ ≡ Jϕd 4 x. In the background field method we do the identification ϕ → ϕ + φ inside the action, where φ is an arbitrary background. So now we have:Ẑ 
from which it follows (after taking logarithms):
taking now the functional derivative with respect to J:
but now we can appreciate that:Γ
In particular if we takeφ = 0, we have:
This means that the Effective Action of the theory Γ can be computed from the background field Effective ActionΓ by taking the quantum field to zero and with the presence of the background φ. Since the derivatives of the Effective Action with respect to the fields generate the 1PI diagrams, the last equation means that if we treat φ perturbatively what we will have will be diagrams with external legs corresponding to the background field φ and with internal lines corresponding to the quantum field ϕ.
And so, to study the quantum effects it only suffices to do an expansion in the quantum fields in the action S or in the lagrangian L using the identification of the Background Field Method. This means:
We use (140) inδ Gravity, where g µν → g µν + h µν andg µν →g µν +h µν .
APPENDIX C: Divergent Part of the Effective Action at One Loop.
As was mentioned in Section 3 there are various ways to calculate the divergent part of the effective action at one loop, but they are quite complicated. So, we have resolved to follow an algorithm developed in [21] .
The Effective Action Γ to one loop can be written as:
where:
is a differential operator depending on the background field φ i . Its most general form is:
where K, S, W, N, M are parameters which must be specify for each model and ∇ µ is a covariant derivative: 
here:
and ω j µ i is a connection on the principle bundle. The computation of the divergent part of Effective Action at one loop is done through a lengthy and cumbersome calculation that consist in the sum of a finite number of one loop divergent Feynman diagrams, the details are given in [21] and the result by equation (30) in the same reference. This last result is too large to show here, but it depends on the parameters involved in D j i (143). So basically, what we need is the quadratic part of the lagrangian of the model to obtain the divergent part of the effective action.
Inδ Gravity, we have:
where h is defined in (53). As the covariant derivative acting on h is given by (57) this means i → (αβ): On the other side, to the Faddeev Popov ghosts we have:
where c α is defined by (60) and the Covariant Derivative (63) says us that:
Finally, the other parameters are given by:
given by (61). 
